2022: The Year of Access
Want to take a modern approach to security? Start with Access.

80%
Taking a modern approach to
security, including embracing
Zero Trust, is top of mind for
virtually every organization.

200%
According to Google Trends,
interest in Zero Trust is up
200% year over year.

Number of respondents that named
Access Management as a critical
initiative over the next 12 months.

So it should be no surprise that a majority
are prioritizing a key initiative in 2022:
Access Management.

Why are they focused on Access Management?

Infrastructure Access is out of control.

65%

42%

use team or
shared logins

41%

use shared
SSH keys

name gathering
evidence for
compliance as a
top challenge

Just need to get access to
infrastructure? That’s just as difficult.
Percent of organizations with access challenges with...

60%

57%

Cloud Providers

Databases

57%

Data centers
and servers

93% of organizations have technical
staff that have access to sensitive
infrastructure.

With so many people, and so much access,
it can be hard just to understand who has
access ̶ much less adequately track it.

53%

88%

take hours to weeks for
access to infrastructure
to be granted

25%

require 2+ people to
grant and approve
access

require 4+ people

And that’s across the entire stack.

Going forward? Things will Just. Get. Worse.
Broad adoption of Kubernetes has barely started, and
already 1 in 3 name Kubernetes as the most
difficult technology to manage.

Why address the Access Challenge? Just ask...

•

 implified access with one
S
control plane

•

 ow only needs one credential
N
per person to access everything

•

Simplified access and audit
controls

•

 ut provisioning time from two
C
days to one hour

No more managing passwords

•

Cut provisioning time from one
week to minutes

•

 ignificant cost and time saving
S
to implement SOC 2 compliant
auditing

•
•
•

•
•

Gained real-time revocation

•

More efficient auditing process
 eace of mind with visibility of
P
every query

 etailed auditing details for
D
every query

Every change and query is
automatically logged and
accessible

Learn how strongDM can help you address the access challenge.

Download the report 2022:
The Year of Access.
Download now

The 2022: Year of Access report was produced by strongDM. The data is a result of an online survey of
DevOps professionals conducted by Pollfish. A total of 600 participants from all over the United States,
representing organizations of virtually every size, responded to the survey in September and October 2021.

